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3 Ubicaciones indicadas 

 by [puamelia]   

Sushi Zushi 

"Sushi Fusion"

Sushi Zushi is a neighborhood favorite for sushis. The Japanese and

fusion cuisine that is much appreciated here, offers you dishes like the

soft-shell crab, San Antonio roll, river walk roll, gyoza, tuna tar, sushi rolls

and more. The ambiance is classy with an attentive and warm service.

Accompany your meals with a cocktail of your choice from the extensive

bar. For more information and reservations, call ahead.

 +1 210 472 2900  203 South Saint Mary's Street, Suite 170, San Antonio TX

 by [puamelia]   

Fujiya Japanese Garden

Restaurant 

"Japanese Restaurant"

"Ogenki desu ka?" Fujiya Japanese Garden Restaurant is one of the first

things you will hear from the friendly people at Fujiya Japanese Garden

Restaurant. The wait staff at Fujiya enjoys taking time to take care of you,

as they have been serving some of San Antonio's best Japanese cuisine

and sushi since 1970. This is why one of the first things you will hear is

"how are you?" in Japanese.

 +1 210 734 3551  9030 Wurzbach Road, San Antonio TX

 by Gunawan Kartapranata   

Kona Grill - San Antonio 

"Great For Groups"

Kona Grill - San Antonio located at the The Shops at La Cantera is a

contemporary American restaurant and an award-winning sushi bar

featuring fresh fish flown in everyday. The food is prepared from scratch

and the menu is eclectic offering a wide array of entrees, appetizers and

main dishes. Must try's are the Baked Sea Bass in a miso-sake marinade,

Filets, Almond Crusted Pork Tenderloin and their signature dish -

Macadamia Nut Chicken. Their full bar boasts one of the city's best happy

hour and you can enjoy outdoor dining at their lovey patio. Kona Grill is a

great place to hang out with your friends.

 +1 210 877 5355  sanantonio@konagrill.com  15900 La Cantera Parkway, The Shops

At La Cantera, San Antonio TX
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